Confidentiality Acknowledgement and Agreement

1. I agree to keep secure all confidential information I receive as a result of my affiliation with CAMFT. Confidential information a Director-At-Large may receive between the date he/she was elected and the date his/her term formally begins include:

   - Business records and plans not made available to the public;
   - Attorney-client communications;
   - Financial statements, budgetary information not made available to the public;
   - Personnel, employee issues;
   - Trade secrets;
   - Competitive strategies;
   - Copyrights and other intellectual property;
   - Litigation and potential claims;
   - Member private information that is not made available to the public such as member’s utilization of CAMFT services, member history, and contribution information.

2. I understand that I may have personal liability for the release to unauthorized persons of any confidential information to which I am given access as a result of my upcoming term as a CAMFT Director-At-Large.

3. I understand that my obligation to maintain confidentiality continues after termination of my affiliation with CAMFT.

PRINT NAME: ______________________________________________________

SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________________

DATE: ____________________________